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Project Update
Fireworks over the Missouri River are a spectacular view
during the Fourth of July. Another spectacular vision gaining
momentum along the Missouri River is the east abutment for
the new Pierre-Fort Pierre Bridge. Crews have been working on
installing the form liners for the visible faces of the Pierre-side
abutment, in addition to completing the drilled shaft at bent
four right. Form liners are used to provide an aestheticallypleasing appearance to the concrete abutment. They are

placed on the inside of a concrete forming system before
the concrete is placed and act as a mold for the concrete.
Once the concrete has set, the form liners are removed from
the hardened concrete surface, and the concrete surface
is permanently textured with the pattern of the form liner.
The form liners for the new bridge will create a quarry stone
pattern, and the texture finish color once finished will be silver.

Unloading and preparing form liners for the Pierre-side abutment
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Pete Lien & Sons, Inc.
SDDOT Reminds Boaters to be Aware of Pierre-Fort Pierre
Bridge Construction Work Zone
As work on the new Pierre-Fort Pierre Bridge continues, the
South Dakota Department of Transportation (SDDOT) reminds
boaters to be aware of the work zone.
“We want to keep the public and construction employees safe
while this is an active work zone,” said Dean VanDeWiele,
Pierre Area Engineer.
While water traffic remains open to the public, “Bridge Work
Ahead” signs are located 500 feet north of the new bridge
and 500 feet south of the existing bridge at the riverbank’s
edge. In addition, construction signage and solar lights exist
on the construction barges and buoys to warn of construction
materials sticking out of the water at the drilled shafts.
Please follow these safety tips when operating boats/
watercraft near or around the bridge construction work zone:
•

Slow down and drive with caution near and around the
bridge construction work zone.

•

When passing between the new bridge’s drilled shafts
(piers), proceed down the center.

•

If fishing, stay upstream or downstream of the
construction work zone and don’t drift into the area.

Aerial view of the construction work zone for the new bridge
•

Be cautious of construction equipment in the water
even when work is not ongoing.

•

Be considerate of the safety of construction employees
working on the new bridge.

The SDDOT wants the public to enjoy the Missouri River this
summer while keeping everyone safe around the work zone.

Work on the Pierre-side stem wall, which is the main body of the abutment

Did You Know...
You can get your questions regarding the Pierre-Fort Pierre Bridge Construction Project answered by
emailing us at bridgeinfo@projectsolutionsinc.com.

